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Culture



Culture=Nation



You might think of these images…



Well…Actually it is 

much more complicated!



What is ‘Culture’?
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‘Culture is one of the 

two or three most 

complicated words in 

the English language 

(Williams, 2015: 49).’

‘I don’t know how many 

times I’ve wished that I’d 

never heard the damned 

word! (Williams, 1979: 

154).’



‘Culture is that complex whole 
which includes knowledge, 
belief, act, morals, law, custom 
and any other capabilities and 
habits acquired by man as a 
member of society (Tylor, 
1871: 1).’

‘Culture is the deposit of 

knowledge, experience, beliefs, 

values, actions, attitudes, 

meanings, hiearchies, religion, 

notions of time, roles, spatial 

relations, concepts of the 

universe, and artefacts acquired 

by a group of people (Samovar 

et al., 1998: 36).’

‘Culture’ is a fuzzy set of basic 
assumptions and values, orientations 
to life, beliefs, policies, procedure and 
behavioural conventions that are 
shared by a group of people, and that 
influence (but do not determine) 
each member’s behaviour and his/her 
interpretations of the ‘meaning’ of 
other people’s behaviour (Spencer-
Oatey, 2008:3).’

‘The culture of a group can now 

be defined as a pattern of shared 

basic assumptions that was 

learned by a group as it solved its 

problems of extential adaptation 

and internal integration, that has 

worked well enough to be 

considered valid and, therefore, 

to be taught to new members as 

the correct way to perceive, 

think, and feel in relation to 

those problems (Schein, 2004: 

17).’

‘Culture is principally concerned with 

the production and reproduction of 

meaning. There are two analytically 

distinct attributes of meaning when 

used with reference to culture and 

reality construction. The concept of 

meaning may be used to refer to sense-

meaning: the meaning that is attributed 

to a sign or symbol as the result of the 

structured qualities of language (Allan, 

1998: 37).’

‘Culture is therefore an assemblage of meanings 

and representations, that are vested within or 

are reified and spoken via different power 

interests, most notably by dominant structure 

and culture groups themselves (Halualani and 

Nakayama, 2010: 6).’

‘Culture, and our views of ‘it’, are 

produced historically, and are actively 

contested. There is no whole picture 

that can be ‘filled in,’ since the 

perception and filling of a gap lead to 

the awareness of other gaps…Culture is 

contested, temporal, and emergent. 

Representation and explanation - both 

by insiders and outsiders - is implicated 

in this emergence (Clifford, 1986: pp.18-

19).’

‘Culture is understood as a ‘speech 

community’: a group sharing 

knowledge of rules for the conduct 

and interpretation of speech…And 

a speech community is defined…as 

a community sharing knowledge of 

rules for the conduct and 

interpretation of speech. Such 

sharing comprises knowledge of at 

least one form of speech, and 

knowledge also of its patterns of 

use (Hymes, 1974:51).'



Two different kinds of maps are available 



Two different maps to understand ‘culture’

Culture as ‘entity’

 Culture as noun

 National Culture

 Passport Identity

 Essentialism

 Overgeneralisation

 Danger of ‘Stereotyping’

Culture as ‘process’

 Culture as verb

 Multiple identities

 Small Culture

 Communities of Practice

 Emergent behaviour

 Thick description

This map would enable us to establish a different perspective! 



Small Culture (Holliday, 1999)

• Any cohesive social grouping can create their small cultures

• No necessary subordination to national culture

• Acknowledging commonalities can be identified amongst people of the 

same age, occupation, ability, common experience, etc. other than 

nationality 

• A great emphasis on changing nature of culture & the ownership of 

multiple identities



Important awareness!



Important awareness!

• How you find them > what you have heard about them

• Thick descriptions + Authentic Interaction> Assumptions & 

Prescription

• Avoid easy answers & Acknowledge the complexity! 

• Not overgeneralising from individual instances

Holliday, A. Hyde, M. & Kullman, J. (2010). Intercultural Communication: An Advanced Resource Book. London: Routledge.


